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Our Community 

1.   Listen to Local Youth Councils 

The British Youth Council believes that all young people should have the right 
to be represented and get their voice heard through a local youth council. We 
believe that key decision-makers, such as Members of Parliament, Members 
of the Scottish Parliament, Welsh Assembly Members and Members of the 
Legislative Authority in Northern Ireland and local councillors, need to engage 
with youth councils as they act as a hub for the youth voice in communities. 
Youth councils should be respected and listened to by people in power. 

We believe that all local youth councils should receive support to ensure that 
they have the resources to promote diversity in their councils reflective of their 
communities, develop links with other youth councils in their region, and run 
youth-led events in line with young people’s agendas. 

2.   Involvement in Local Level Politics 

The British Youth Council calls on councils to ensure they get the views of 
young people on issues in local communities. 

3.   Save Our Services 

The British Youth Council believes that all young people should have access 
to youth services, regardless of where they live.  We believe properly funded 
youth services and agencies aid young people in their personal development 
and their ability to function in society.  We believe that youth services should 
have funding priority to ensure they meet the needs of young people.  We 
believe that youth services need to be recognised for their value.   

We call on local councils to maintain the budgets of such invaluable services, 
and to ensure adequate financial and organisational provision is given to local 
council-run youth organisations. This will allow for a fairer, safer and stronger 
environment for young people. 

We also recognise the importance of collaborative work as key to saving 
youth services, through the British Youth Council and its partners ongoing 
commitment to fostering youth leadership within the sector and to working 
with youth services coalitions and advocacy groups, including Choose Youth, 
thereby ensuring that the British Youth Council is working with and enabling 
young people and other key stakeholders to proactively campaign for quality 
youth services and against further cuts. 

4.   Support us to Inspect Local Services 

The British Youth Council believes that young people must have the right to 
scrutinise service providers to ensure they get a fair deal, and that local youth 
councils play a valuable role in quality assurance and assessment of local 
services. We believe it is important that young people can inspect their local 
services, and tell the people in charge what they think, to ensure that services 
and facilities reflects their needs and those of other young people in their 
area. 
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5.   Statutory Youth Voice  

 
The British Youth Council believes that young people’s voices can improve 
and support decision making in local authorities. We call on the UK 
Government to make provision of a youth voice vehicle, a statutory 
requirement for every local authority (including county, district, unitary, 
metropolitan districts and London boroughs in England and Wales; local 
councils in Northern Ireland; and unitary authorities in Scotland) 

6.   End Poverty in our Communities 

The British Youth Council believes that children and young people should not 
have to live in poverty in the UK - every young person should have a decent 
standard of living, independent of their economic status. We believe that the 
UK Government must keep their promise to end child poverty in the UK by 
2020. 

In support of this, the UK Government must support child benefits and 
increase the rate received for younger children to the same rate received for 
the oldest child. Larger families are more likely to be in poverty and raising the 
child benefit level for the younger children in a large family is a simple and 
direct way of increasing vital support. 

We believe that health care and nutrition are major factors for a young person 
living in poverty. All young people and students should be entitled to free 
health, dental care and prescriptions. There should be free school meals for 
all young people to ensure that every young person receives at least one 
balanced meal per day. 

We believe that all young people should have the right to a safe place to live. 
Young people are often most vulnerable as tenants. Young refugees and their 
families are often in the worst situation and there is a need to ensure that their 
basic rights are catered for. 

7.   Address the Lack of Affordable Rural Housing 

 

The British Youth Council believes that the lack of affordable rural housing 

remains an issue for rural young people. Young people in rural areas are still 

struggling with the lack of affordable rural housing. Many young people would 

like to live and work in the villages that they grew up in but are often unable to 

do so. Many young people are forced to migrate to the towns in order to 

access more affordable housing to rent or buy.  

Due to the basic cost of living and the increased cost of living in a rural area in 

terms of transport it is often more difficult to save for a deposit. The shared 

ownership schemes offer lower deposits but even these amounts are 

unaffordable. Although the UK Government have tried to combat the issue, 

property developers only have to provide ‘affordable’ rural homes when 

building more than ten properties, so deciding to build 8 expensive houses 

becomes a more attractive option.  

The culture of ‘second homes’ and holiday let ownership is further reducing 
rural property availability. Urban migration is a huge issue in rural areas and is 
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exacerbating the issue of the aging population in the countryside and 
reduction of much needed services for young people as they are seen as not 
required. Many young people that move to towns do not return to their 
‘homes’ in villages until later in life when they have built up the housing capital 
to get on the rural property ladder and unfortunately many never get the 
chance to return. 
 
We call on local parish councils and land registries to encourage more rural 
residents to place cautions on their deeds or an agricultural occupancy 
restriction which restricts who can buy their properties for the sustainability of 
the rural villages. Also for the UK Government to look at new incentives for 
developers to build more affordable rural housing with more attractive help to 
buy schemes. 

8.   End Period Poverty  

 
The British Youth Council supports the work that is being done to tackle 
period poverty but believes that more can be done.  
 
One way this should be tackled is through governments across the UK 
providing dedicated funding for schools, colleges and universities to provide 
period products to pupils and students who need them. 
 
The British Youth Council believes in encouraging everyone including youth 
organisations, decisions makers and influencers to pledge to tackle period 
stigma by talking openly about periods, so that no one feels embarrassed 
talking about them. Through this we want more people to have open 
conversations and change the negative language we use when talking about 
periods. 
 

9.   Provide Safe and Affordable Public Transport 

The British Youth Council believes that all young people across the UK should 
be able to access safe and affordable public transport. We believe that young 
people who can’t access the public transport they need are being 
discriminated against. Access to public transport must not be a barrier to 
young people’s use of services and opportunities, such as education and 
training or leisure facilities. There needs to be regular bus and rail services 
especially in areas away from big transport hubs, to avoid leaving young 
people in rural isolation. Young people also need to be informed about public 
transport services in their areas, with published and accessible timetabling 
information and details of prices and concessions. 

We believe that public transport must be safe, clean and accessible for all 
young people, including those with disabilities. We believe that transport 
operators (and their staff) should not be able refuse to pick up a user due to 
discriminatory judgments made on age, gender, disability, race or sexual 
orientation. 

We believe that young people should be empowered to choose public 
transport as their low-carbon way to travel. Many young people have to travel 
to get to work and often public transport is their only option. For many young 
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people the prices of bus fares are so expensive that it can almost seem not 
worth working, as we spend all our wages on bus fare. 

We believe that to tackle the barrier of cost there needs to be concessions for 
under 18’s on public transport, flat fares and a free recognised travel card 
introduced where young people can get the return ride free or the fare at half 
price. A ‘hot routes’ discount should also be introduced so that a young 
person will receive a discount if they are travelling to a leisure centre, cinema 
or via a popular commuter route. 

10.   Media Representation 

 
The British Youth Council calls for journalists and media outlets to have a 
sense of individual responsibility for their outputs, and commit to contributing 
positive images and representations of women, to the same standards as 
men. 
 
We ask that they begin by committing to eliminating content reinforcing 
damaging stereotypes, demeaning or victim-blaming language, and 
appearance focussed images. This should be done alongside the inclusion of 
more women expert contributors (particularly in fields typically more male-
dominated such as engineering or technology). 
 
In doing this, young people will have more opportunities to see positive female 
role models outside of their everyday lives, providing alternative ambitions 
they may not have considered before; in a way that places equal value on 
men and women.  
 
The British Youth Council also calls for companies to consider how the media 
outlets they advertise with choose to represent women, and whether they 
want their adverts alongside damaging messages. 
 

11.   Introduction of Audio-Visual Information Systems to All 
Local Bus Services Throughout the United Kingdom  

The British Youth Council believes that Audio-Visual Information Systems 
should be introduced to all local bus services across the UK in order to allow 
people who are blind or partially-sighted to use buses with confidence, as well 
as improve the experience of bus travel for all passengers. 

12.   The Lack of Transport in Rural Areas and its Impact on 
Young People 

The British Youth Council believes that the lack of transport in rural areas can 
produce difficulties for young people accessing services, education, training, 
employment and pursuing active social lives. Getting to see friends or going 
out at night are significant problems for young people without their own 
transport. Often there are no other young people living locally, so seeing 
friends outside school or college is dependent on the availability of transport. 
Even if friends do live nearby, there is often nowhere to meet outside the 
home, except the village pub, the playing field or perhaps a bus shelter. When 
young people do meet friends locally, their public presence within a village is 
high profile so that they feel that whatever they do is open to scrutiny and 
comment. Young Farmers and other youth organisations operating in rural 
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communities go some way to combat this issue but many young people not 
involved in youth provision can feel isolated. We would like local authorities to 
investigate the infrastructure that exists to support young people living in rural 
areas. 

13.   Support Us to Volunteer 

The British Youth Council believes that volunteering provides numerous 
benefits for volunteers, employers and the community. We believe that young 
people should be empowered to positively contribute to our communities 
through volunteering and that their volunteering should be recognised and 
celebrated by communities. 

We believe that employers in our communities should value volunteering 
undertaken by their young workers as it provides numerous benefits for 
volunteers, employers and the community. Volunteering gives young people 
the opportunity for personal development, training, and building relationships 
with local residents. We believe that employer-supported volunteering has 
benefits regardless of the type of employment or hours worked. We believe 
that employers should support volunteering through flexible hours, use of 
resources, time off in lieu, regular paid time off to volunteer and financial 
remuneration. 

Volunteers and the training which they receive should be given more 
recognition within formal education. Employers should recognise the skills 
volunteers gain from volunteering and the social interaction that facilitates 
cohesion and a sense of community ownership. For example, the individual 
schemes in which some universities give students formal credits for 
volunteering could be expanded. Employers could be further encouraged to 
see the value of the skills that their employees learn through volunteering and 
then bring to the workplace. 

We believe that young people should be supported to volunteer to contribute 
to the justice system; for example as special constables (members of the 
public who serve as police) and lay magistrates – who are part of the 
decision-making process in Courts. 

We believe that volunteering should never be made compulsory, but that 
volunteering should be encouraged. Volunteering opportunities should be 
accessible to all sectors of society to ensure that young people are able to 
participate to strengthen the communities in which they live. 

14.   Support and Promote Good Relations With the Nations 

The British Youth Council continues to support and promote the work of youth 
organisations from the nations of the United Kingdom. We continue to 
encourage good relations with the nations, which as a result, will highlight and 
promote The British Youth Council as a UK wide organisation. 

15.   Believe in Equality 

The British Youth Council believes that people of all cultures, religions, race 
and sexuality should be treated equally in our communities and society and 
that the law should ensure this is the case. 
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16.   The Vital Nature of Our Public Services 

The British Youth Council believes that our public services are a vital and 
valued part of our society. Our public services are essential for our day-to-day 
lives, and also offer a wide-range of essential support services to those in 
most need. 

Cutting money from our public services will severely reduce or close many 
services, increase the level of unemployment, and deny young people many 
of the services they rely on.  

17.   End Fuel Poverty 

The British Youth Council believes that the UK Government should keep their 
promise to eradicate fuel poverty. Fuel poverty affects young people’s health 
and educational development; no children, young people or their families 
should have to choose between heating their homes and eating.  

We believe that the UK Government should support all families to have the 
information they need to make informed decisions about their energy 
provision. We believe the Big Six energy companies should have to provide 
clear information about their cheapest tariffs and should offer a social tariff to 
customers based on eligibility criteria which includes those on low-incomes 
and with young families.   

We believe that the UK Government should ensure that support is available to 
low-income families to improve the energy efficiency of their homes, and that 
UK Government programmes to support families to make efficiency 
improvements should be accessible to the poorest families, enabling them to 
benefit from lower fuel bills as a result. 

18.   Social Action for All 

The British Youth Council believes that the campaign for social action in local 
communities across the UK should just not be a passing phase, but rather 
have a lasting impact for young people to benefit the chances they have in 
their own lives, as well as that of other people who will be positively impacted 
because of their activities and the time that they have voluntarily given. The 
‘Step Up To Serve’ campaign is currently aiming to double the number of 
young people participating in some form of social action to at least 50% by 
2020 and we are willing to support this objective alongside partner 
organisations, in conjunction with our value that every young person has the 
right to participate in the issues they are most passionate about. 

The British Youth Council believes that the current and successive UK 
Governments must maintain a consistent line to ensure the good that young 
people are doing in their communities is not undermined by ideological party 
politics. We feel that social action should be universally recognised as a force 
for good in whatever way young people choose to participate and make a 
difference. 

19.   Public Service Engagement 

The British Youth Council believes that our public services must make an 
effort to listen and respond to us all, regardless of our age. Whether that may 
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be through Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) for local health services, 
crime prevention forums or local government consultations to important 
reforms on our local services, these groups have to reach out to the younger 
generation in their communities and create a space in which young people 
become active stakeholders within their local communities. With vital issues 
such as youth services, ‘stop and search’ policies and healthcare as some of 
the areas which impact young people in diverse ways on a regional and local 
level, we can have a better democracy if decision making starts on a 
grassroots level.  

We believe that young people have the right to have a say on the services 
which will eventually become their responsibility to manage in the future. All 
groups concerned must make a more concerted effort to engage and act 
upon, in order to support the wellbeing of themselves, and their peers. 

20.   Equal Opportunities for Looked After Young People 

The British Youth Council believes that all looked after young people should 
have the same standard of welfare as non-looked after children. This means 
everything from ensuring access to a computer and other educational 
resources, to enabling young people to take part in a range of sporting, 
leisure, play and other physical activities. 

21.   Transport Equality 

 

The British Youth Council believes that there should be equality in public 
services across the UK. Public transport is particularly important, as this is 
one of the most inconsistent and biased services in the country. Everybody 
deserves a safe, affordable, reliable service, but at the moment that is not the 
case. 
 
It is imperative that the UK Government tackles this issue and supplies 
everyone with access to opportunities and other services, regardless of their 
wealth, physical ability or geographical position. We believe that every part of 
the country should have a proportionally equal public transport service to that 
of London: rural areas should be well connected to major cities and towns, 
cities should be linked together, young people should be supported with 
accessing public transport, and everyone should have access to transport that 
can benefit them in their everyday lives. We believe that young people, or 
anyone for that matter, can not access affordable transport that can connect 
them to important hubs, they are being discriminated against; everyone 
should have equal access to and equal quality of public transport. 
 

22.   Rights for Young Europeans 

The British Youth Council believes that the rights of young European citizens 
living in the UK should be upheld in wake of the Brexit vote as they contribute 
so much to the UK.  

We call on the UK Government to ensure that the rights of young EU citizens, 
that have lived in the UK for over a year, to live work and study in the UK 
remain unchanged by negotiations with the EU and anyone who does not 
meet this year criteria should also be assessed on how settled they are in the 
UK.  
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We call on the UK Government to also ensure all affected children both over 
and under 13 are treated fairly and equally in these negotiations.  

Finally, we call on the UK Government to take into account under the 
‘connections to the UK’ requirement in any applications for citizenship that 
restrictions to migration were not in place when these young Europeans 
moved here. 

23.   Reclaim the Internet – Tackling Online Abuse 

The British Youth Council supports the Reclaim the Internet campaign, and 
calls for an end to online harassment and abuse. We call for all organisations, 
charities, schools and the UK Government to work together to tackle online 
threats and abusive behaviour, particularly that which silences 
underrepresented groups. We believe that social media and the internet can 
and should provide opportunities for empowerment, free speech and public 
debate. 

24.   Gender Equality in Schools and Youth Services 

The British Youth Council believes that all gender identities should be equally 
respected in youth services and educational establishments. 

The period of time when you are in education is the most confusing and 
complicating time of your life, and when you aren't respected on the basis of 
your gender, the experience only grows in difficulty.  

Non-binary gender identities are not currently respected in schools, which 
makes life even more confusing. Parliament accepts the use of the Mx. 
gender-neutral title, so why don't schools provide a gender-neutral option? Be 
it toilets, uniforms, and in some cases lessons, many aspects of school life 
are segregated by gender.  

This causes many problems for non-binary pupils. Why do these outdated 
principles still exist? They are no longer relevant. Let's change the lives of 
many young people who currently feel like they have been hung out to dry by 
their education system or youth service, and make them feel integrated and 
respected.  

Therefore, The British Youth Council calls on the UK Government and 
Department for Education to make school uniforms gender-neutral, to 
mandate that schools provide a gender-neutral option for bathrooms, to 
desegregate lessons, and to make sure every gender identity, both binary and 
non-binary, is treated fairly and equally in schools and youth services. 

25.   Gender Stereotyping  

The British Youth Council believes that gender stereotyping through products, 
advertising, books and films that are marketed in a gendered way can have 
negative impacts on the aspirations, mental health, and beliefs of young 
people, affecting their future opportunities and ambitions.  

We believe that all products, marketed at children should not be done on the 
basis of gender and that all children should be treated equally in the interests 
and skills that they are able to develop.  
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We believe that all children and young people should be able to fulfil their 
potential and be able to follow their dreams, regardless of gender. We believe 
that by reducing, not reinforcing the gender stereotypes being forced upon 
young people this will help improve the lives of young people. 

26.   Corporate Sustainability 

The British Youth Council believes that large companies should all have more 
specific targets and reports on sustainability that the public have access to. 
Good practice in sustainability should take a central place in the strategic 
concerns of companies. 

It is important that tackling climate change is not something that is looked 
upon as ‘just a social responsibility’ and can therefore be left out of strategic 
planning but as something corporations must focus on legally. 

We call on the UK Government to make these specific targets legally binding 
in order to reduce global warming. Systematic social reporting must play a 
crucial role in organisational accountability. 

 

27.   Save our Arts Services 

 

The British Youth Council recognises the problems faced by schools due to 
the cuts to education and tightening of budgets, despite this we believe that 
more can be done to support and save our arts and creative subjects. We 
also recognise the value of STEM subjects. 
 
We call upon the UK Government to ensure protection for funding to arts in 
schools via ring fencing of funds in coalition with the local authorities to 
support schools in providing a balanced curriculum were by the provision of 
STEM subjects doesn’t come at the cost of creative subjects. 
 
We also call upon the UK Government to recognise the benefits of arts and 
creative subjects in creating positive mental health as a preventative measure 
as well as an alternative treatment. And to consider this impact when funding 
to arts are being cut. 
 
We call on the UK Government to implement these strategies early into the 
curriculum so that any young people vulnerable to poor mental health can get 
help early on and to provide more help for those who suffer with the illness as 
self harm can lead to bigger consequences in the future if not stopped. 
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Our Democracy 

28.   Lower the Voting Age to 16 in All Public Elections and 
Referenda 

The British Youth Council believes that 16 and 17 year olds should be given 
the vote in all public elections in the UK. We believe that at 16 we are mature 
enough to engage in, and contribute to, our democracy through having the 
vote. 16 and 17 year olds can pay Income Tax, get married, have consenting 
sex and join the armed forces but they can’t elect MPs whose decisions affect 
their lives and these responsibilities. We believe that votes at 16 will ensure 
our views are better represented within UK politics. 

We believe that votes at 16 should be partnered with the greater engagement 
of young people in decision-making in our communities, for example through 
the support of youth representation structures such as local youth councils, 
and accessible and informative political education. This means that when we 
turn 16 we can connect our interest in various issues with a formal political 
process and translate our knowledge and experience into practice at the ballot 
box. 

29.   Lower the Candidacy Age to 16 

The British Youth Council believes that the age to stand as candidates for all 
public elections in the UK should be lowered to 16. At 16, we can apply to 
become the directors of charities and companies, which are positions of 
significant responsibility in our communities. We believe that the electorate 
should be able to decide whether they would like to elect 16 and 17 year olds 
to represent them. 

We believe that it is vital that all age groups are represented in the UK 
Parliament and devolved administrations, including young people aged 25 
and under. We welcome elected representatives of any age who will listen to 
young people and take action on the issues we care about, but see the value 
of having more young representatives to ensure a greater variety of life 
experiences and perspectives. 

30.   Supporting Youth Representation and Consideration at All 
Levels of Governance 

In order to ensure a fairer deal for this country’s youth, The British Youth 
Council believes: 

 There should be a requirement for youth representation at all levels of 
governance; in local and regional councils, in national assemblies, in 
the Houses of Parliament, and every other law-making body across the 
country. 

 There should be a legislative requirement for consideration of the 
impact of new and existing policies on young people, and where 
possible, the greatest practicable measures taken to avoid 
disproportionate negative consequences on them. 
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 There should be a requirement for every policy that has a measurable 
impact on persons under 25 to have undergone real, accountable 
consultation with a body of young people. This could be achieved 
either with a specifically dedicated board of young people, across local 
councils, national assemblies and the UK Government, or by utilising 
youth organisations already in place, like the British Youth Council and 
UK Youth Parliament. 

 There should be an introduction of a Minister for Young People, and 
the introduction of Young Peers to sit in the House of Lords (with a 
maximum age limit of 25). As well as being responsible for issues that 
solely affect children and young people, their remit would also cover 
the representation of this country’s youth, and the continuing effort to 
ensure all policy has taken into consideration the effect on young 
people (as detailed above) and their representation across 
government. 

31.   Listen to Young People on Electoral Reform 

The British Youth Council believes that the way we run our General Elections 
in the UK needs to be changed for the better. We believe parliamentarians 
need to listen to and recognise young people’s views on electoral reform to 
ensure that we, as voters of the future, are engaged in the process of 
reforming UK politics. 

32.   Change the Current Voting System to the Proportional 
Voting System 

The British Youth Council believes that there needs to be a change to the way 
we elect our Members of Parliament. We believe that there needs to be a 
proportional voting system for our General Elections where seats are 
allocated to parties in proportion to the number of votes cast for them in the 
election. We use the Single Transferable Vote system in our elections and 
believe this is a fair and proportional electoral system. 

33.   Open Up the House of Lords to Young People 

The British Youth Council believes that the poor representation of young 
people within the House of Lords needs to be rectified immediately, as well as 
the representation of women; black and minority ethnic citizens; openly gay, 
lesbian, bisexual; transgender people; people of all major faiths; and people 
with a disability. 

We believe that Peers should be easier to lobby. We support all measures to 
make the House of Lords more accountable and to remove the barriers for 
members of the public to execute the responsibilities of the position if 
appointed to the House of Lords. 

34.   Support Greater Youth Participation in Charities 

The British Youth Council believes that it is crucially important for charities, 
and especially organisations working with young people, to ensure that they 
are acting in the interests of all their membership. We believe that every 
charity and organisation whose work involves young people should pledge to 
make a firm commitment to include young people in decision-making. This 
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can take the form of consultation, but ideally would extend to including young 
people in committees and management boards in roles that are suitable for 
their abilities. 

We believe that enabling young people to be involved in decision-making 
processes is indispensable if more people are to become involved in voluntary 
organisations and charities in the future. 

 

35.   Campaigning for a People’s Vote on the Final Brexit Deal 

 
In 2016, young people voted overwhelmingly to remain in the EU referendum. 
Many organisations were mandated by their young members to campaign to 
remain, with main reasons being the concern about employability prospects, 
opportunities for young people, threats to our education system and concerns 
about rising racism and fascism within our society.  
  
Since the referendum, many have campaigned for the Brexit deal to be the 
‘best deal for young people’, focussing on maintaining human rights for the 
LGBT+ community, preventing a destructive hard border on the island of 
Ireland, and ensuring the employability and educational prospects of young 
people aren’t damaged by our withdrawal from the EU.  
 
Over two years have now passed since the referendum and none of the 
above wishes of young people have been met through the negotiations. 
Potential job losses for apprentices and young workers are already 
plummeting, no solution to the difficulties of the Irish border have been found, 
whilst racism and fascism all across the UK has risen exponentially. In 
addition to this, approximately 1.5million young people have turned 18 since 
June 2016, none of whom had a say during the referendum and many of 
whom deserve a voice on the biggest decision facing our country since the 
Second World War.  
  
The British Youth Council that young people are the key to an outward 
looking, prosperous and welcoming United Kingdom; we also believe that the 
voices and wishes of young people in particular have not reflected in Brexit 
negotiations up to this point. Therefore, we believe the best way to give young 
people a clear say on their future is to join the growing campaign, calling on 
the UK Government to deliver a People’s Vote on the final Brexit Deal. 
 

36.   Support Greater Participation by Black Young People in 
Charities  

The British Youth Council believes that charities, and organisation working 
with young people, in particular need to do more, and have governance plans, 
of how to ensure more young black people get involved in the running of their 
organisations.  

37.   The Importance of Engaging Young People in Devolved 
Politics 

Across the nations, devolved governments have varying degrees of devolved 
power, but all legislate on areas directly affecting young people. 
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The British Youth Council believes that changes to the electoral registration 
process by Westminster have significantly impacted on young people, and 
where the devolved nations don't have devolved power over their electoral 
processes, these effects are being felt hardest as the rolled out changes clash 
with devolved elections. A lack of understanding and education as to the 
structure and importance of devolution means the engagement of young 
people in the devolved assembly/parliamentary elections is often low, despite 
those governments having the greatest impact on their day-to-day life. We 
have the opportunity and duty to support the devolved nations to increase the 
turnout of young people in their elections, and ensure that young people are 
at the forefront of political decisions being made. 

We believe, therefore, that every effort should be made to engage young 
people with politics and politicians with young people, to protect young 
people's opportunity to engage in democracy. As the electoral spotlight is 
turned off by other national organisations following the end of the general 
election, the British Youth Council must ensure it supports Wales, Northern 
Ireland and Scotland in promoting and campaigning around the assembly 
elections. Through this we can ensure that young people continue to be a 
force for change across the UK.  

38.   Stop Disenfranchising Young Voters, Stop Demanding 
Voter ID 

 
The British Youth Council believes that the right of young people, and other 
marginalised communities, to vote must be protected. We encourage the UK 
Government to take the concerns of said communities into account, to 
reconsider further implementation of the voter ID scheme, and look at different 
solutions that are proportionate to the actual risk of electoral fraud. 
 
We call on the Electoral Commission to examine the impact of the voter ID 
pilots on marginalised communities, and those already disenfranchised from 
the electoral process to ensure that the impact of introducing a voter ID 
requirement does not disproportionately exclude those communities. 

39.   EU Referendum 

The British Youth Council believes in light of the referendum result, that the 
views and voices of young people need to be represented in post- referendum 
negotiations on issues such as free movement and opportunities. The British 
Youth Council believes that following a campaign of two opposite views and 
the resulting split vote, we now need to emphasise what unites us in the UK 
and Europe, that we call for a more civil dialogue between politicians with the 
public and young people to underline this.The British Youth Council calls on 
the UK Government to allow votes at 16 in all elections, to invest in citizenship 
education, and ongoing voter registration as part of a curriculum for life, and 
to appoint a Youth Minister to inform and influence our relationship with 
Europe and other nations. 

Our Economy 

40.   Tampon Tax  

The British Youth Council believes that sanitary products are essential for 
people who menstruate and therefore should not be taxed as a luxury 
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product. We recognise that this tax shows a disregard for the needs of girls 
and young women and has a detrimental impact on their lives. We call on the 
UK Government to remove the luxury tax on these products, and to continue 
to commit to this following Brexit. 

We also believe that in addition to the tampon tax being removed, sanitary 
products (as an essential item for females) should be free to purchase for all 
those deemed to be living under the poverty line 

 

41.   The Importance of Buying British Produce  

The British Youth Council wants to highlight the many benefits of buying 
British produce and encourage young people as consumers to support local 
industry and allow small businesses to thrive. 

By purchasing British produce, consumers can be proud of the industry that 
supplies the food they eat. They can be confident that it complies to our strict 
food hygiene and safety standards, that animal welfare is a high priority, that 
their food is traceable back to source and that the environmental impacts of 
producing food have been considered and minimised.  

Choosing British food to eat means that young people can help to shape and 
secure the future of our food industry. This will help the nation make informed 
choices about the food they purchase and consume. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Education 

42.   Inspire Us to Stay in Education and Training 

The British Youth Council believes that learning should be personalised so 
that individuals are empowered to choose courses – both academic and 
vocational – that are most appropriate to their skills, needs and abilities. They 
must have the right to choose courses with unbiased support and advice. We 
believe that all young people should have access to a valuable qualification 
based on their talents and aspirations from the age of 14. We believe in the 
need to tackle educational prejudices to allow all young people to have 
opportunities to learn and succeed by creating a curriculum and qualification 
valued by society and, more importantly, by young people. 
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It’s important to inspire us to learn, not force us. We believe that young people 
aged 16 to 18 who do not participate in compulsory training or education 
(which is compulsory until 18 since 2015) should not be fined. We believe 
legal coercion is the wrong approach to engage young people with learning; it 
could further isolate young people who are already struggling or have fallen 
through gaps in the education system. Young people who are not in 
education, employment or training need additional support to identify and 
achieve routes back into learning. 

43.   Support Young Disabled Students 

The British Youth Council believes that young people with special education 
needs and disabled young people have the same rights as non-disabled 
students to be inspired and supported to achieve qualifications and skills. 
Disabled learners face significant barriers in accessing specialist equipment 
and personal support. 

We believe in the need for more accessible education institutions, but 
recognise the essential role of specialist services. For some young people a 
special school is more appropriate to meet their needs and maximise their 
potential and these schools should not be seen as second best to mainstream 
schools. 

44.   Make High Quality Citizenship and Relationship and Sex 
Education (RSE) a Statutory Entitlement for All Young People 

The British Youth Council believes that students should leave our education 
systems equipped with the skills, knowledge and experience to become 
active, well-informed and confident members of their local, national and global 
communities. This means making sure that education covers politics and 
democratic life, as well as social issues such as relationship and sex 
education.  

We welcome the UK Government’s decision to make relationship and sex 
education compulsory in schools and to update the guidance for this teaching. 
We believe the current scope of the citizenship curriculum is too narrow and 
should encompass wider political and constitutional rights, as well as social 
issues including global citizenship and sustainability, legal rights and financial 
literacy, human rights, liberation, diversity and information regarding mental 
health.  

Education around sexual consent, sexual violence and partner abuse should 
form a central component of the RSE curriculum and also should be offered to 
students in post 16 settings. We urge the UK Government to prioritise RSE 
and citizenship education and ensure that it is embedded as far as possible 
across the whole school curriculum.   

We believe that the UK Government should ensure that there is sufficient and 
appropriate training, including development and specialist support for 
teachers in the potentially complex and sensitive issues of citizenship 
education and RSE. This training must ensure that those delivering these 
programmes are confident, competent, impartial, consistent, and professional 
and that the information and training provided on consent, abuse, and sexual 
violence should be inclusive of all gender and sexual identities. 
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45.   Make Feminism Lessons Compulsory  

The British Youth Council believes that intersectional feminism should be 
incorporated into PSHE. It is vital we achieve equality for all genders, 
especially those that face further discrimination due to race, sexuality, religion, 
disability, class and groups within society. Through this implementation, we 
will be shaping the next generation of proud feminists. We call on the UK 
Government to pass a law, making it compulsory of feminism to be taught in 
schools. It is important to break down the potential negative stereotypes within 
society. Society should allow us to be whoever we want to be, not make us 
hide away following others. 

46.   Tackling Sexual Harassment in Schools 

The British Youth Council believes that sexual harassment and sexual 
bullying in schools should be recognised as a specific type of peer abuse. 

The British Youth Council demands schools take a zero-tolerance approach to 
sexual bullying and sexual harassment and that the UK Government promise 
to introduce guidance that all schools must follow to tackle this issue. We 
support this call as part of a whole school approach to addressing violence 
against women and girls. 

We believe that by doing this the UK Government will ensure that young 
people are safe from harm whilst at school and that young people trust their 
schools to deal appropriately with sexual harassment and all forms of violence 
against women. 

47.   Strengthen our Student Voice 

The British Youth Council believes that children and young people have the 
right to be involved in the governance, design and decision-making process 
within their school, college or place of education. 

We believe that students are currently uninformed about their rights and the 
scope for student involvement. Article 12 of the UN Convention on the Rights 
of the Child requires that children’s views must be sought and given due 
weight in all matters affecting children. 

We support and value the use of student voice initiatives, for example 
school/student councils, student unions, students as interviewers, or student 
governors. 

We believe we have positive contributions to make to the education system 
that will make our learning experience more relevant and appropriate. There 
needs to be support, advice and resources available to students to ensure we 
can get actively involved in student voice initiatives. 

We believe in the importance of representing students at every level within the 
structures of further education institutions. Student Unions are the learner 
voice in every aspect of college life. Representation should not just be a tick 
box procedure; instead the views of students should be placed at the heart of 
their institutions. 
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48.   Value Further Education 

The British Youth Council believes that the further education sector is valuably 
characterised by its social and educational inclusiveness as it provides for a 
wide range of socioeconomic, age and ethnic groups. We believe that the 
structure of further education and its funding, curriculum, administration and 
culture should continue to reflect this. We believe that the UK 
Government/devolved administrations should support further education 
colleges to provide sufficiently and equally for their diverse range of students. 

49.   Improve Access to Higher Education 

The British Youth Council believes in breaking down stereotypes and 
removing all real, perceived, intentional and unintentional barriers that form 
obstacles to young people entering higher education. We support measures 
to widen participation and address the under-representation of young people 
from certain social groups in higher education, for example young people from 
disadvantaged areas. We want to see equality of opportunity for all young 
people. 

We believe it’s important to raise the aspirations of young people who think 
going to university is “not for people like me” or would never consider the idea. 
We believe that we need to be able to access clear advice on what we need 
to do to gain access to the right university course for us and what financial 
support is available. 

50.   Ensure Fair Funding for Higher Education 

The British Youth Council opposes any form of tuition fees because they act 
as a barrier and a deterrent to participation. We believe there should be a 
properly funded education system, free at the point of entry, funded by 
progressive taxation gathered via the income tax system. There should also 
be a student grant that properly reflects the cost of living. The higher 
education funding system should be based solely on students’ ability and be 
independent of economic or social background – allowing free access to 
education. 

51.   Better Access to Training for Young People 

The British Youth Council believes that young people should have better 
access to training outside of formal education that will help them to build their 
skills and be more employable. Currently training can be very expensive and it 
can be difficult for young people to travel to locations where the training is 
held if it is in a different part of the county or country.  

Training such as food hygiene, first aid and more specific careers training like 
trailer driving or IT and business courses can be difficult to access but are 
often a requirement to attend further courses or enter into employment in that 
sector.  

52.   Support Skills from Informal Learning  

The British Youth Council believes that there should be greater 
encouragement of informal skills, such as leadership, confidence and team 
work which, though immeasurable, are also essential in all careers and life 
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paths. Organisations that provide informal skills constantly struggle with the 
low availability of money, volunteers and facilities in order to provide the best 
possible development opportunities for young people. Awards such as the 
Queen’s Scout Award and the Duke of Edinburgh Awards consistently reward 
these positive qualities in young people, without the need for pressured 
exams.  These awards encourage the holistic education of young people as 
they move through adulthood. 

We believe that there is currently too much focus on certified learning, mostly 
exams based, and think the UK Government should do more to encourage a 
holistic development of young people. 

53.   Body Confidence 

The British Youth Council believes body confidence needs to be promoted to 
ensure that young people are not held back by body confidence issues. We 
also believe that the UK Government should support the inclusion of body 
confidence in RSE/PSHE and ensure that teachers are trained on how to 
provide help and support for pupils.  

We support peer education so young people can learn from and talk with their 
peers about body confidence.  For example, the BYC  supports peer 
education programmes such as  Girlguiding’s programme ‘Free Being Me’ in 
which girls aged between 14-25 deliver sessions that help girls recognise 
beauty myths, grow in confidence and be happy in their own skin. 

54.   Recognise Non-Accredited Informal Learning and 
Continued Professional Development  

Many young people choose to undertake personal and social developmental 
learning through their participation in voluntary youth provision. In some rural 
areas where access to accredited learning opportunities may be limited, 
young people are able to build their portfolio by undertaking a variety of 
opportunities available to them. For example from undertaking leadership 
roles within their local community to organising and undertaking informal 
training which is of benefit to them and their local community. The British 
Youth Council believes there should be better recognition of Continuing 
Professional Development, non-accredited learning and vocational courses. 

55.   To Ensure that Agricultural and Countryside Career Options 
are Promoted Within School Careers Guidance 

The British Youth Council believes that young people are missing out on the 
opportunity to develop a fulfilling career in a rural setting. In our experience, 
students looking at potential careers are not considering a career in 
agriculture because they are not being given the information to be able to 
make informed choices at the right time.  

This could be as easy as explaining that that there is more on offer in 
agriculture than being a farmer, highlighting the variety of rural business and 
start-up opportunities to those who  have little or no connection to the 
countryside or farming.  

If schools used STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics) 
subjects to highlight the agricultural application of these topics then more 
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young people could discover a little more about the opportunities which are 
readily available in Britain. 

Additionally, mainstream education often lacks connections to rural employers 
and therefore positive working examples to offer young people considering 
their options. We believe that more work experience opportunities in rural and 
agricultural business would provide much needed education about the variety 
of jobs available to suit a range of education levels, interests and skills.  

We want to see more substantial information to be provided in schools 
careers advice sessions which highlight the options in agriculture and rural 
business. Links with land based Universities and routes into apprenticeships 
also need to be developed. 

56.   Have Zero Tolerance to Bullying  

The British Youth Council believes that all educational institutions should have 
a zero tolerance policy to any kind of discrimination against, or bullying, of 
students or staff and should have a responsibility to promote and celebrate 
diversity.  

Schools, colleges and universities need to have strategies, developed with 
students, to prevent and respond to bullying.  

We believe preventing and responding to homophobic bullying should be a 
priority for school, colleges and universities when ensuring a zero tolerance 
approach to bullying. They need to clearly say that homophobic bullying is 
wrong and that they believe in an inclusive learning environment for all. 

Young people often feel that homophobic bullying is not taken as seriously by 
teachers and staff as other types of bullying. Schools, colleges and 
universities need to record and report all incidents of homophobic bullying, 
and teachers and staff need training on how to effectively prevent or respond 
to homophobic bullying. We believe that people working in external agencies 
(such as lesbian and gay charities, youth workers or local telephone help 
lines) can often offer valuable support, both outside and inside the classroom, 
in addressing homophobic bullying. 

We support the ‘It Gets Better’ worldwide movement that remind teenagers in 
the LGBT+ community that homophobic bullying is wrong, that is should not 
be tolerated, and that they deserve support to become openly LGBT+ young 
adults. 

57.   Recognise our Speech, Language and Communication 
Needs 

The British Youth Council believes that all young people deserve to have their 
speech, language and communication needs recognised, and that young 
people need to be empowered to communicate with everyone in our society. 

We recognise that speech, language and communication needs can include 
difficulties with fluency, forming sounds and words, formulating sentences, 
understanding what others say, and using language socially. Other young 
people might have communication needs because they have sensory loss or 
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have a disability that affects their communication. Often young people feel 
that communication needs are not noted as they are not a visible impairment.  

We believe that people who work with young people should be trained to 
identify and support young people with speech, language and communication 
needs, and know how to use other types of learning methods when needed. 
Young people should also be able to study British Sign Language and Braille 
as a modern language in schools.  

58.   Keep Funding Care to Learn  

The British Youth Council believes that the Care to Learn funding that helps 
with the cost of childcare for young parents while they are learning, is critical 
in allowing young parents to access and attend further education. 

 
We believe there shouldn’t be any cuts to the Care to Learn funding. If it is 
removed from any one group, or reduced for all, it is highly likely that many 
young parents will be unable to participate in learning, with all the negative 
impact on outcomes that might be expected. These cuts will also have a 
disproportionate effect on young women, who are more likely to claim Care to 
Learn. 

59.   Ensure All School Meals Meet Nutritional Standards 

The British Youth Council believes it is important that all young people are 
able to have healthy school meals. Central to achieving this are schools 
meeting the national nutritional standards, which make sure young people 
have a balanced and healthy diet. We believe all schools, including 
academies and free schools, should comply with these standards to ensure 
that all pupils can have access to healthy food. Failure to do so could 
potentially affect many young people, for who at least one-third of their daily 
nutritional intake comes from school meals. 

60.   Compulsory and Well Resourced Field to Fork Education in 
Schools 

The British Youth Council believes that all primary school children should 
have the opportunity to understand where their food comes from and visit a 
farm. Many children and some adults currently believe that food comes from 
the supermarket and don’t think about the actual producers of the food they 
eat every day. 

We believe that from an early age field to fork education should be a part of 
the national curriculum as a fundamental part of a child’s learning. This should 
involve trips to see farmers and growers, understanding how food gets from 
the farm to their plate, the nutritional values of food and benefits of a healthy 
diet and a chance to experience growing plants and caring for animals. 

We also believe that practical outdoor learning will enhance children’s 
education experience on physical academic and social levels. We believe that 
children require an understanding of food production in order to make positive 
eating and shopping choices in later life. Equally, children with a respect for 
food instilled at an early age we feel are less likely to waste food. 
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61.   Reinstate University Maintenance Grants 

The British Youth Council believes all should have access to higher 
education, regardless of their financial background and thus calls upon UK 
Government to reinstate University Maintenance Grants. 

University Maintenance Grants are vital in ensuring that working class young 
people can sustain life at University and without these grants, many working 
class young people will be unable to attend University and fulfil their 
potentials. 

62.   Recognition of Non-Formal Education Awards by HE and 
FE Institutions  

The British Youth Council believes that Higher Education and Further 
Education Institutions should formally recognise awards, offered by major 
national charities and youth organisations, which are achieved through non-
formal education as being of equal value/importance as formally recognised 
educational awards/qualifications, in order to more equally recognise all 
young people and their achievements.  

 

 

 

63.   Education on and Around Disabilities, Learning Difficulties 
and Neurodiversity 

 
The stigma and lack of teaching around disabilities, learning difficulties and 
neurodiversity must be addressed. The British Youth Council believes that 
people should be learning about these, especially in schools, in which to 
reduce the discrimination and ignorance that surrounds them. We must 
promote acceptance and inclusivity at all times. 

64.   Make Learning First Aid a Compulsory Part of Obtaining a 
UK Driving License 

First aiders can be the difference between life and death. Currently, fewer 
than 1 in 10 people have the skills to save a life. 41% of adults do not feel that 
they are confident enough to help in the event of an emergency. In 2014, 
8,695 young people aged 17-19 were involved in reported accidents on the 
roads. In 56% of these accidents young people were hurt, seriously injured or 
killed. In the last 12 months, 1,780 people have been killed on British 
roads.  Every second counts in an emergency situation as 50% of deaths from 
road collisions occur within a few minutes of a crash.  

The British Youth Council  calls on the UK Government to make learning first 
aid a compulsory part of obtaining the UK driving license for all new drivers. 
This would equip young people, who make up a large majority of new drivers, 
with knowledge of life-saving procedures, and the power to act in an 
emergency situation particularly on the roads.  

Ultimately, no one should die because they needed first aid and didn’t get it. 
Equipping young people with the first aid skills to save lives on our roads will 
make a huge difference in communities across the UK. 
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65.   Mandatory LGBTQ Education in Schools 

The British Youth Council believes that all schools should provide education 
to young people about LGBT+ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, 
Questioning and other) issues. 

The fact that some schools do not teach about LGBT+ issues is putting young 
people up and down the country at higher risk of mental and physical health 
issues. If a school does not tell their pupils that gay men still need to use 
condoms and lesbians still need to use protection, these young people won't 
necessarily know how to keep themselves protected and put themselves at 
risk of contracting STIs. If a school doesn't tell their pupils that gender identity 
and biological sex are not always consistent, then transgender and non-binary 
pupils may feel ashamed of themselves.  

They also may not know how to go about expressing their gender identity in 
school if they decide to take that step. If all schools would tell such things to 
their pupils, they reduce this risk, which is part of their duty to keep their pupils 
safe and give them the best possible start in life.  

We call on the UK Government and department of education to make LGBT+ 
Education mandatory in all schools, and we call on OFSTED to make sure 
homophobic, biphobic and transphobic bullying is treated every bit as 
seriously as racial bullying. This institutionalised discrimination can be brought 
to an end.  

 

66.   Bringing Agriculture Into the Classroom 

 

The British Youth Council believes that Farming and countryside education 
should play a larger role within the primary and secondary education of 
children and young people in the UK. We believe that children and young 
people do not receive consistent and good quality advice about farming, the 
countryside and food production.  We believe that practical outdoor learning 
will enhance children’s education experience on physical, academic and 
social levels. We believe that children require an understanding of farming 
and food production in order to make positive consumer and diet choices in 
later life. Equally, children with a respect for food, its production, and 
distribution and value instilled at an early age will be less likely to waste food 
and reduce its impact on the environment.   
 
Everybody should have the opportunity to understand where their food comes 
from or how it is made to the products seen on shelves. Many children and 
some adults currently believe that food comes from the supermarket and don’t 
think about the actual producers of the food they eat every day.  From primary 
age field to fork education should be a part of the national curriculum as a 
fundamental part of a child’s learning.  
 
This should involve trips to see farmers and growers, understanding how food 
gets from the farm to their plate and the farming practices involved. As 
children then move in to secondary education this would also provide the 
chance to experience crop production, understanding the process of caring for 
animals and farming as a business with the associated careers.  
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This in turn could then be supported by other subjects such as science, 
geography, business and economics and physical education.  Organisations 
like the School Farms Network, Linking Environment and Farming Education 
(LEAF Ed) and the resources base The Countryside Classroom all support 
teachers to integrate farming and countryside education in the national 
curriculum.  
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Our Employment 

67.   Unemployment and the Economy 

The British Youth Council believes that decision-makers need to listen to 
young people, both during and after periods of recession and economic 
difficulties. Young people are on the frontlines when it comes to dealing with 
the effects of recession and must be an important resource in shaping a 
response to it. We believe that measures to tackle youth unemployment 
should be sustainable and ongoing. Young unemployed people also need 
sufficient access and entitlement to benefits to prevent them from entering 
poverty. 

We call for greater recognition and awareness of the support young people 
who are being made redundant need, especially around the provision of easily 
accessible information and advice about benefits, as well as coordinated 
signposting to new work and training opportunities. Young people facing 
redundancy who are under 22 should also have an equal entitlement to the 
same redundancy payments as those 22 and over, at one week minimum per 
year of service. More attention needs to be paid to the mental health needs of 
young people associated with redundancy or a prolonged period of 
unemployment having left school or training, through greater investment in 
support and health services in both the statutory and third sector. 

We believe that youth unemployment must be tackled as a matter of urgency 
through properly-resourced and managed programmes which support and 
sustain young people into fulfilling working lives, and which prioritise the plight 
of young Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic people. Such programmes must 
provide for properly paid work and high-quality training, and must not be used 
to provide a cheap labour force. In addition, we believe that apprenticeships 
should be made available to students who leave college and university to help 
develop their skills. 

68.   Restore Face to Face Careers Advice  

The British Youth Council believes that all young people should have the right 
to access face-to-face high quality, impartial careers advice delivered by 
qualified staff so they can raise their aspirations and achieve their potential. 
Ensuring that all young people under 25, including those who are NEET, can 
access high quality, independent careers advice is vital to prevent long-term 
youth unemployment.   

69.   Internships – Fair Opportunities and the Living Wage 

Internships are often invaluable opportunities for young people to gain 
knowledge, skills and experience that enable them to further their careers and 
develop as individuals. Unpaid internships are ways for employers to reap the 
benefits of the young creative minds of today, without any cost. Young people 
from lower income families would have more of an ability to take on 
internships if receiving some form of financial support. The British Youth 
Council believes that all internships should be required by law to pay the 
Living Wage. 
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70.   Living Wage 

The British Youth Council believes that work must at the very least provide a 
route out of poverty, and that a real Living Wage, as calculated by the   
Resolution Foundation is therefore necessary. We believe that the  national 
minimum and the UK Government’s National Living Wage  still enshrines age-
related discrimination with lower rates for younger workers, and a separate, 
even lower, rate for apprentices.  

We believe that anybody in work should be paid the ‘rate for the job’ – not 
different rates which are based on the ages of those involved. We also believe 
that a Living Wage is vital to (i) reward work adequately; (ii) ensure that 
workers are not dependent on benefits to live; (iii) stop employers’ profits 
being subsidised by taxpayers; (iv) ensure young people are able to choose to 
live independent lives. 

71.   Support Cooperation in Enterprise 

The British Youth Council believes it’s important for young people to be able 
to learn about and participate in enterprise. We believe that enterprise, in 
particular social enterprise and a co-operative approach in enterprise, not only 
helps to build a good society but is also useful in developing necessary skills 
for young people and the communities they live in. Cooperatives are more 
than just a shop or bank – they involve and promote principles such as 
democracy, voluntary participation and self-determination. We therefore 
believe the UK Government should further support cooperative schools, 
education and enterprise. 

72.   Support Young People to Actively Participate in Trade 
Union Membership  

The British Youth Council believes that acting collectively is the best way for 
working people to improve their pay, terms and conditions, their working lives, 
and the world around them. We believe that membership of, and active 
participation in, Trade Unions is the most effective way for workers to act 
collectively to win improvements at the workplace. It also offers the 
opportunity to act collectively to campaign for improvements in the wider 
world. 

Active trade union membership also offers many opportunities for young 
people to acquire a wide range of skills and knowledge which will enable them 
to become leaders in the trade union movement, and which will also support 
them in becoming active citizens. 

73.   Close the Gender Pay Gap 

The British Youth Council believes more needs to be done to close the pay 
gap between male and female employees. Many women working full time 
earn much less than men in the same jobs. For ethnic minority women the 
pay gap is often higher and they face double discrimination.  

We believe there are a number of causes in the persistent pay gap between 
males and females.  These include stereotyping about women’s capabilities 
and skills, and a long working hours’ culture which does not recognise the 
need for time for parenting and caring responsibilities. 
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We believe pay in the UK needs to be transparent and fair. We welcome 
decision to make all big firms publish their gender pay gaps from 2018. 
Employers need to measure their pay gap and take steps to resolve it. There 
should be mandatory pay audits for all organisations, more flexible working so 
that part-time work doesn’t necessarily equate to low-paid work, and 
restrictions on working hours so those with caring responsibilities can balance 
work and home. 

We want our UK Government to create a society in which women and men 
are fairly rewarded for their work and able to choose how they divide earning 
and caring responsibilities. We believe the UK Government should set dates 
for finally closing the pay gap. 

74.   Public Procurement Contracts Should Create More 
Apprenticeships 

The British Youth Council believes that public procurement contracts of a 
determined worth let by public authorities should include an obligation on the 
contractor to provide apprenticeships, skills and training in the local and 
surrounding areas, particularly to young people. 

75.   Protecting Young People in Work Experience and 
Internships 

The British Youth Council believes that levels of youth unemployment are 
unacceptable and that UK Government, employers and young people’s 
representatives should be working together on a coordinated strategy to get 
those least responsible for the situation motivated, supported and prepared 
for the world of work. We welcome measures to get young people working 
and believe that work experience and internships allow young people the 
opportunity to learn about working life and the working environment and to 
gain experience in particular jobs. 

We are concerned that some employers may be using work experience and 
internships to replace jobs for young people. We believe that companies and 
businesses need to comply with Living Wage and that young people should 
be supported to know that they can seek confidential help and advice when 
their Living Wage rights are not being met. In order to tackle these concerns, 
we believe that the UK Government should work with young people to 
establish a code of conduct for all work experience and internships. We 
believe that this should contain the following points: 

 Placements must be entirely voluntary - where a young person may 
leave at reasonable notice, to take up work, training or return to 
Jobseeker’s Allowance without sanction; 

 Guarantee that placements are in addition to existing or planned 
vacancies and that no-one has been dismissed or made redundant so 
the placement can be offered; 

 That volunteer work experience placements are not jobs that would 
otherwise be done by paid employee; 
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 Allow participants to carry out reasonable job search activity and attend 
interviews with prospective employers and fortnightly job search 
reviews at Jobcentre Plus 

 Provide participants with a reference at the end of the placement; 

 Have a written placement role description with duties and 
responsibilities, an induction and named person to report to; 

 Young person is not to be out of pocket as a result of their placement 
through provision of travel to work expenses and childcare; 

 Assign each participant a supervisor who has sufficient time to coach 
them, provide regular feedback and be a point of contact for any 
concerns. 

 We call on work experience and internship providers and public 
decision-makers to adopt and support such a code of conduct 

76.   Create Green Jobs to Build a Low Carbon Economy 

The British Youth Council believes that the UK Government’s schemes to deal 
with high levels of youth unemployment should be linked to creating jobs, and 
supporting associated skills, which are environmentally sustainable. As the 
UK seeks to cut our rate of carbon emissions to 80% by 2050, creating green 
jobs for young people is an important way to help the UK successfully become 
a low carbon economy. 

 

77.   To Raise Awareness of Workplace Safety Particularly in the 
Farming and Agriculture Industry  

The British Youth Council believes that peoples’ attitudes to farm safety need 
to change and there needs to be a greater awareness amongst young people 
about the risks present in farming landscapes. 

We call for youth organisations to support the Farm Safety Foundation and 
NFYFC to engage with the farmers of the future, change their behaviour and 
also to help educate the general public to remain safe in the countryside. 

 

78.   Employ Autism 

The British Youth Council believes that all young people with additional needs 
and neurological conditions, such as autism, must be given an equal 
opportunity to develop their skills and participate whenever possible to enable 
them to seek employment opportunities. We will support all initiatives led by 
other groups and organisations who seek to bring about this change and help 
ensure that there is a fundamental shift in how young people of all ability 
levels are given a fair and equal chance as they move into adulthood. 
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Our Environment 

79.   Defend the Greenbelt 

The British Youth Council believes the greenbelt should be defended. We 
believe that young people need space for their future and that by building on 
greenfield sites, their future is imperiled. There are currently many derelict 
brownfield sites that could be used for building, resulting in less damage to 
existing habitats and wildlife. 

80.   Tackle Climate Change and Support Sustainable 
Development 

 
The British Youth Council believes in the value of the UK having long term 
targets to reduce Carbon Dioxide emissions and tackle climate change. We 
support the Climate Change Act 2008 which made the UK the first country in 
the world to have a legally binding long-term framework to cut carbon 
emissions. We were encouraged when the 2050 target was raised to 80% 
from 60% in October 2008, as called for by The British Youth Council. 

We believe the UK Government must make sure that young people are 
involved in ongoing discussion and monitoring around climate change to 
produce the clean, fair future that is deserved. The British Youth Council calls 
upon the UK Government to make spaces available for young people’s 
representation on decision-making on climate change at all levels. 

81.   Zero-Waste Lifestyle as Part of the National Curriculum 

 
The British Youth Council believes that teachings of recycling and zero-waste 
lifestyle choices should become a compulsory part of the national PHSE 
curriculum so that young people are taught how to better look after our planet 
and dispose of waste in an environmentally friendly way. 

82.   Fossil Free Energy 

The British Youth Council believes that the worst effects of climate change 
can be avoided - but only with much greater political will, urgent action to cut 
carbon emissions, and a rapid transition from fossil fuels to renewables. At 
COP21 – the UN climate talks of December 2015 – an agreement was 
reached to limit average warming to below 2 degrees. But if you add up all the 
commitments made by world governments, we reach an average warming of 
between 3 and 4 degrees.  

We believe that to stop disastrous climate change, we must leave four fifths of 
all existing fossil fuels in the ground. Young people have the power to affect 
change, by petitioning universities, local authorities and faith groups to divest 
from fossil fuels and reinvest the money in community renewable projects, 
ethical equity funds and green bonds. Moving money from fossil fuels to 
renewables can give organisations a more financially secure investment 
portfolio, and it can make a huge positive impact on the transition to 
renewable energy. Education also has to play a huge role in a societal 
response to climate change. We call on the UK Government to ensure that 
education for sustainable development is embedded into primary, secondary 
and tertiary education. Students should leave their time in education as part of 
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the solution to our sustainability problems, and the UK Government should 
look to countries like Japan to explore what an approach to education for 
sustainability might look like. 

We also urge the UK Government to create a space for young people to have 
input into UK policy on climate change and sustainable development at local, 
national and international levels, as well as urging the UK Government to take 
stronger action in supporting the transition to renewables, and support leaving 
four fifths of fossil fuels in the ground. 

83.   Plastic and Environmental Impact 

 
The British Youth Council believes that young people should not have to face 
an increasing risk to their human health, or the possibility of species becoming 
extinct, due to our use and ineffective disposal of plastic.  
 
The British Youth Council supports the UK Government in their efforts to 
reduce plastic use, and encourage the re-use and recycling of plastic products 
where possible. The British Youth Council also supports the production and 
promotion of sustainable alternatives to plastic products, and the proposed 
introduction of the ‘plastic tax’. However, we also call on the UK Government 
to take into account the affordability of these products, and the potential 
negative impacts on people with disabilities (such as those people who need 
to use plastic straws to drink, but cannot use metal or paper alternatives 
safely). We call for all organisations, charities and schools to also work 
internally, and in collaboration with the UK Government and other 
organisations, to tackle this issue.  

84.   Sustainable Period Products 

 
The British Youth Council calls for manufacturers of menstrual products to 
make their products more sustainable, predominantly through the reduction of 
plastic used, whilst also ensuring that they are affordable to young people. 
The British Youth Council also calls for manufacturers to list the materials 
used in their products on the product packaging to allow young people to 
make a more informed choice surrounding their menstrual products, as this is 
not currently part of UK law.  
 
The British Youth Council also support the production of reusable menstrual 
products, such as menstrual cups and cloth pads, but believes that 
companies and organisations need to work to increase young people’s 
knowledge of these products whilst also tackling the stigma that surrounds 
these products too.  The British Youth Council does also call for these 
products to be made more affordable and accessible for young people.  
 

85.   Fast Fashion and the Environment 

 
The British Youth Council supports the work that is being done to tackle 
environmental issues, but believes that more could be done. This includes 
work surrounding the fashion industry.    
 
The British Youth Council believes that the UK Government should call on 
manufacturers to develop and more widely adopt more sustainable production 
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methods, such as using waterless dyeing, in order to reduce the significant 
environmental impact that the industry has.  
 
The British Youth Council also believes that brands should be encouraging 
customers to recycle their old clothes when purchasing new ones, such as 
having a collection box inside their stores. The British Youth Council knows 
that the fashion industry is built upon consumerism and as such it's not 
realistic to ask manufacturers to produce fewer clothes, as that lessens 
revenue, therefore, the call is for brands to become more conscious of their 
environmental impact and use innovative and more sustainable ways to 
manufacture their products. This, in turn, will allow young people to purchase 
clothing knowing that the garment that they are purchasing is being produced 
more sustainably and is having a lessened negative environmental impact. 
 

86.   Agriculture and the Environment 

 

Climate change and the future of our environment are of utmost concern to 
young people across the globe and the UK Government is seeking the input 
of young people through the youth steering group. The UK is a world leader in 
making changes in order to reduce society’s impact on the planet. 
 
Recently in the media there has been negativity towards the agriculture 
industry and farming based around environmental impacts, climate change 
and animal welfare, and includes some misinformation. The British Youth 
Council feel that it is important that people take the time to look at a range of 
sources of information in order to make an educated decision on these topical 
issues. NFYFC would like to highlight sources of information that young 
people can trust and that are based on research and fact in order to offer a 
balanced opinion and lead to informed choice.  
 
Such examples of this media coverage are stories surrounding livestock and 
climate change and the increase in plant based diets which have been 
sensationalised by the media. This is just one topic which is not as simple as 
it might seem, and where workable climate solutions could be dismissed in 
the rush towards quick fixes with unintended consequences.  Whilst there are 
changes to be made in agriculture and food production to support climate 
change targets we would urge young people to explore sources outside of the 
mainstream news feeds such as – 
 

- The Agriculture and Horticulture Development Board’s knowledge 
library 

- Pasture for life  
- European Environment Agency 

 
These sources offer a factual science based approach to the issues we face, 
the facts around them and potential solutions. 
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Our Health 

87.   Create a Youth-Friendly National Health Service 

The British Youth Council believes that all young people should be entitled to 
access the National Health Service care in a safe, suitable, and youth-friendly 
environment. 

Services should be accessible by public transport, and at times outside school 
or college hours. Health services should make sure that we know what their 
service offers, how to access the service, what will happen when we visit it 
and how to make suggestions or complaints about the service. 

We believe that entitlement to confidentiality, and any limitations to 
confidentiality because of child protection and the need for parental consent, 
should be made clear to young people  (for example, by information on 
display in the reception area or the waiting area). 

88.   Improving Young People’s Wellbeing – Self Harm 

 
The British Youth Council believes that self harm is a very serious and 
concerning matter. Issues with mental health, particularly self harm, can go 
unnoticed and awareness of such issues should be raised to young people to 
help them recognise when they or their friends may need help. It is also 
important that parents and carers are educated on this topic so that they can 
offer support for young people experiencing difficulties with their mental 
health. We believe that education on good mental health should be 
implemented in schools so that young people are able to practice good 
techniques for handling and coping with stress/their emotions.  
 
We call on the UK Government to implement these strategies early into the 
curriculum so that any young people vulnerable to poor mental health can get 
help early on and to provide more help for those who suffer with the illness as 
self harm can lead to bigger consequences in the future if not stopped. 
 
We also believe that staff within schools should receive quality mental health 
first aid training in order to fully support their pupils. This would compliment 
the implementation of education to pupils on good mental health practices, 
which we believe all young people should have access to, and offer young 
people a choice of support that meets their needs. 

89.   Recognise Our Minds Matter and Improve Our Mental 
Health Service 

 
The British Youth Council believes that there should be more awareness of 
mental health issues and more work done to challenge the stigma 
surrounding mental health issues, so that young people know where to get 
help.  
 
We believe that the UK Government needs to do more to address mental 
health challenges faced by young people. We also believe that stigma 
surrounding mental health prevents many young people from seeking support; 
and that help and advice are often scarce.  Greater investments need to be 
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made to ensure that support and care is; age-appropriate, youth-friendly and 
accessible both locally and nationally for 16-25 year olds.   
 
In order to do so, we believe that these services should be developed with 
Young People involved to ensure that the points above are satisfied, providing 
a welcoming service that is more likely to be used. In line with this, it is also 
important that the workforce providing the assistance has sufficient specialty 
training to be able to successfully engage with Young People using the 
service to ensure that it is open to all. 
 
We believe that the following measures would support the increase in quality 
and quantity of Youth Mental Health provision across the UK: 

 All Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) and Mental 
Health Access points should be youth friendly (as defined in the 
Manifesto Motion “Create a youth-friendly National Health Service”). 

 CAMHS literature should be youth proofed and should be tailored to 
suit all learning needs.  

 Peer education projects should be run in schools and youth projects to 
raise awareness of mental health issues and to reduce the stigma 
associated with mental health. 

 Development of a national mental health policy website 

 A CAMHS open door policy offered in every borough or district. 

 Development of a list of 10 national indicators of poor mental health 
common amongst young people  

90.   A Better Mental Health Service in Rural Environments  

 

The British Youth Council believes that mental health and people’s resilience 
to coping with everyday life is a huge issue. Young people in rural areas often 
have the added difficulties of accessing real social networks, education, 
employment, transport and basic services. In some cases, these issues can 
lead to a feeling of rural isolation and social exclusion.  

It is often it is recommend that people suffering with mental health issues ‘go 
for a walk in the countryside’ unfortunately for those residing there the realities 
can be very different. Although idyllic in many ways rural areas present unique 
challenges. For young people living in rural area it can feel like they are living 
in a goldfish bowl. Despite the benefits of living within a close and supportive 
community it can present a challenge when you don’t conform to people’s 
expected norms or when you expect a level of confidentiality that is not 
adhered to or achievable due to the nature of the community. Rural areas can 
often feel suffocating and the desire to be ‘unknown’ by young people can put 
additional pressure on young people.  

The lack of services within rural areas has been aided by the internet support 
options, where internet connection is reliable but to physically access services 
it usually involves a referral through a GP which may not be an option for a 
young person if they know the GP personally and don’t feel comfortable 
discussing it with them. 

We would like the issue of rural mental health to be highlighted as it presents 
different issues to those young people living in more urban areas. Young 
Farmers Club provides workshops on positive mental health to support their 
members in partnership with the Farming Community network but those 
people that are not a member of the organisation may not be aware these 
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local services exist. We need to raise awareness of the mental health issues 
in rurally isolated areas and highlight the ‘rural element’ to  services such as 
Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) to ensure that young 
people in rural areas have someone to talk to and to identify ways in which 
they can access the necessary support if required. 
 

91.   Improving Young People’s Wellbeing 

The British Youth Council believes that it is important to listen and engage 
with young people to better understand the issues affecting their mental 
wellbeing and what they need to have good mental health. 

Good mental health should be promoted by building young people’s resilience 
so that they can develop positive coping strategies to deal with everyday 
pressure. This should include peer education and support such as that of the 
UK Government’s peer support initiative. There is also a need to challenge 
gender inequality that is negatively impacting on girls and young women’s 
wellbeing. 

We believe that all schools should provide mental wellbeing support and 
enable children and young people to build resilience. Teachers and other 
school staff should be trained to offer support or provide information about 
services available to young people. 

92.   Blood Donations by All, for All 

The British Youth Council believes that the NHS’ criterion which means that 
sexually active gay and bisexual men cannot give blood should be removed. 
We believe that discriminating against a group of society based on a 
stereotype is wrong. We believe that the current policy of the NHS Blood and 
Transplant Service is unscientific and unjust, as it is based on the 
presumption that all men who have sex with men are at ‘high risk’ of HIV, 
regardless of their individual sexual behaviour. 

93.   Make it Easier and Cheaper to Eat Healthily 

The British Youth Council believes that from a young age we should be given 
the information and encouragement to make healthy choices about what we 
eat. We believe that it should be easy and cheaper for us to make healthy 
choices about food rather than unhealthy ones. There should be fewer 
adverts for unhealthy food on TV, particularly in programmes targeted at 
younger children. 

94.   Help Young People to Feel Safe from Bullying 

The British Youth Council believes that young people should feel safe from 
bullying and the fear of bullying in all areas of their lives. We urge decision-
makers to listen to young people and to take immediate action to ensure that 
all organisations and services that work with young people take steps to 
reduce the risk of bullying. We believe that all adults working with young 
people should be offered training on how to identify and deal with bullying. We 
want organisations to share good practice on supporting bullies and victims, 
and to provide opportunities for young people to socialise with other ages and 
social groups. 
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95.   Restricting the Promotion and Sale of Dieting Products to 
Children and Young People and Providing an Accessible Way of 
Complaining 

 
The British Youth Council understands public figures such as Jameela Jamil 
have begun to expose the risks of diet products containing natural laxatives, 
but we believe more can be done.  
 
We call upon the UK Government and Adverting Standards Authority to place 
greater restrictions on the promotion and sale of diet products to children and 
young people (under 18) by not showing them before the watershed, on public 
billboards or on social media.  
 
We also call upon social media sites to have clearer complaints procedures 
specifically linked to diet products and their promotion of an unrealistic body 
image so that young people can report when they are feeling pressured to 
change. 

96.   Remember to Spend Time in the Natural World 

 
Young People are spending increasing amounts of time on devices; this could 
be communicating with others, interacting on social media, gaming or 
searching for information. Whilst there are so many positives to being 
connected through the internet including access to information and 
communication are people becoming too reliant on their devices. Young 
people are living two lives, their physical one, when they meet up with friends 
and spend time together and their digital lives, where they may interact 
regularly with people they have never met. The digital world never stops and 
has no set time limitations. Young people have access to an abundance of 
information both positive and negative and this impacts their daily lives.  
 
Some of the content and images online may lead young people into having 
unrealistic expectations of themselves and the world around them which could 
have a negative impact on their mental health. The rise and fall of people’s 
popularity in the digital world can be rapid and this can leave its victims feeling 
alone. In the digital world anyone can develop content and the big tech 
companies are unable to maintain full control over instantly uploaded content. 
This means that children and young people may be exposed to content that is 
not suitable for them or that they may not be equipped to deal with. 
Information and education is needed from an early age in order to navigate 
the digital world, benefitting from its positives and building knowledge and 
resilience not to become a victim of it or of those with poor intent.  
 
Whilst young people’s digital lives are important and form part of their identity 
The British Youth Council wants to encourage young people to engage with 
the physical world and all the benefit that can be gained from doing so. As an 
organisation our members spend large amounts of physical time together and 
this often involves being outside accessing the countryside and rural areas, as 
well as parks and growing spaces. Outdoor space can be enjoyed no matter 
the size. Being with people and spending time outdoors both have physical 
health benefits and young people should be encouraged to spend time 
outdoors to give their life a balance. 
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Our Justice 

97.   Young People and the Police 

The British Youth Council believes that young people and police need to work 
together to ensure we have good relationships and that young people 
understand the legal and justice system. We believe young people should be 
supported to take part in community-centred initiatives led by the police. 

We believe that Police and Community Safety teams offer a lot to their 
community. We recognise that they are governed and held accountable by 
national and regional decision making bodies. We believe that the following 
measures would build better relationships between the Police, Community 
Safety Teams and Young People in the UK: 

 

 A national Police Youth Think Tank resourced and supported by the 
Metropolitan Police should be set up. 

 Crime Prevention and Street Wise workshops should be run in all 
schools and youth centres across the UK. 

 There should be a measurable increase in the quantity and quality of 
monitoring on the sale of weaponry. 

 Keep the language used when talking about policing plain and simple; 
and where relevant, for young people to youth proof Police policies and 
help social media campaigns. 

 A positive youth perception campaign should be run to help reduce the 
fear and stigma that adults have of young people. 

 Workshops for senior Police Officers should be run by young people; to 
give Police Officers a better understanding of what life is really like for 
young people. 

 Have young people involved in local policing and community safety 
decisions that affect them and for these impacts to be evidenced. 

 For local Police and Community Safety teams to take part in the 
Children’s Commissioner Takeover Day. 

 Youth Voice Vehicles to run district or borough wide campaigns on the 
negative side to crime, gang culture and drugs. 

 For local Youth Voice Vehicles to support other young people to attend 
ward panel meetings; and to evaluate police services 

 

 We also believe that the dangerous  sell-off of Police services vital to 
local communities has happened by stealth, without any proper 
consultation with the public; the people who have most to lose. If police 
privatisation goes ahead unchallenged the face of UK policing will 
change forever. We believe that the UK Government’s privatisation of 
police services should not go ahead. 
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98.   Involve Young People to Tackle Crime and Anti-Social 
Behaviour 

The British Youth Council believes that young people need to be empowered 
to be part of the solution to tackling crime and antisocial behaviour in their 
communities. We believe that young people are too often unfairly and 
disproportionately stereotyped as criminal and anti-social by the media, which 
means that they are feared by other groups in society. 

We believe that the best way to tackle youth crime is to stop it from happening 
in the first place. We believe that investment in measures to prevent young 
people getting involved in crime and anti-social behaviour is more effective in 
reducing offending and re-offending rates. We believe that with the right 
support even the most vulnerable young people can avoid the dangers of 
getting involved with criminal behaviour, and build bright futures for 
themselves and their communities. We believe that properly funded 
community and youth services help to include young people in their 
communities and foster mutual respect. Investment in accessible and high 
quality support services for young people with mental health, drug, alcohol or 
other social problems can also address many of the underlying causes of an 
individual’s anti-social or criminal behaviour. 

99.   Ban the Mosquito 

The British Youth Council believes that the Mosquito (a device that emits a 
very high frequency buzzing sound which cannot be heard by people over the 
age of 25 and is used to disperse groups of people) should not be used 
against young people. We believe that Mosquitoes indiscriminately target all 
young people regardless of their behaviour and whether problems may also 
be caused by adults. It therefore threatens their fundamental human rights, 
and should be prohibited. Using the Mosquito is not a proportionate response 
to loitering and moving groups can just move the problem elsewhere. We 
believe that the Mosquito can expose children and young people to extreme 
discomfort, particularly those who might not be able to explain to others why 
they are in discomfort and that children and young people should be protected 
from businesses and public authorities which conspire to keep them away 
from public spaces and facilities. 

100. Look for Alternatives to Custody 

The British Youth Council believes that putting young offenders under custody 
(in prison or young offender institutions) should not always be seen as the 
answer or relevant result of a conviction. Furthermore, when custodial 
sentences are given they need to be fair and standardised. 

We believe that custody does not always rehabilitate young people and 
prepare them for release back into the community; instead it can be a training 
ground for criminal activity and give them ‘street cred’ on their release. We 
believe there needs to be more relevant education and training opportunities 
for young offenders while they are in custody. 

We believe that too often on their release from custody, many young people 
have nowhere to go, nothing to do and no one to rely on; in particular many 
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employers won’t employ them and this can lead to reoffending. We believe 
that there needs to be more support for young people leaving prison. 

101. Protect Children and Young People from Common Assault 

The British Youth Council believes that the law on common assault should 
give children the same protection as adults. Smacking is already banned for 
all people except children. We welcome the changes to law in Scotland and 
Wales which makes smacking children illegal. We believe that the law 
shouldn’t allow parents and others in England to justify common assault of 
children in the home as ‘reasonable punishment’. 

102. Support Equal Marriage 

The British Youth Council believes that all people in the UK should have equal 
rights to marriage. We believe that same-sex marriage should be legal in 
Northern Ireland and should give equal rights and benefits attributed to 
marriage’s legal status in society. We believe that marriage and civil 
partnerships in Northern Ireland should be opened to both same sex and 
mixed sex couples, and that religious organisations should be given the 
opportunity to perform these ceremonies if they wish to.  

Civil Partnerships do not go far enough as denying same-sex couples the 
right to marry is a form of discrimination and is denying basic human rights. 
Homosexual couples should have a right to marry the same as everyone 
else.   

We believe that equal marriage will improve lives for young LGBT+ citizens of 
the United Kingdom especially as more young people are entering civil 
partnerships at a young age. We believe if we campaign for equal marriage, 
rates for depression and suicide for young LGBT+ people will decrease. We 
also believe that if we campaign for equal marriage, then society will start to 
accept homosexuality resulting in less homophobic attacks towards young 
LGBT+ people and fewer homophobic attacks in schools/colleges. 

We believe that establishing equal marriage in Northern Ireland will become a 
beacon of hope for young LGBT+ people in countries which don’t have basic 
protections from discrimination and homophobia. We urge that the British 
Youth Council actively campaign for equal marriage to achieve equality for 
young LGBT+ people. 

103. Stop and Search Rights 

The British Youth Council believes that, in order to maintain a good 
relationship between young people and the police, young people should be 
made aware of their rights in case of being stopped and searched. This would 
prevent false information being circulated and would give young people the 
feeling of safety and also understanding. Without awareness of these rights, 
mistrust and confusion can result. 

 

104. Recognise the Rights of Asylum Seekers 

The British Youth Council believes are increasingly concerned with the 
treatment and lack of opportunities afforded to asylum seekers in the UK, 
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particularly those who are children and young people. There are many 
reasons why children and young people may need to seek asylum in the UK, 
and this right of all people must not be made more difficult than it already is. 

We particularly condemn the forceful removal of young people and demand 
that the UK Government acts in the best interests of children and young 
people. We call for all actions to adhere to UN Convention of the Rights of a 
Child as well as other human and asylum seeker rights as delineated by 
international law. 

We call for the UK Government to provide long term stable housing for all 
asylum seekers and their families, so that they are able to take part in 
education to the fullest extent. 

105. Stand Up Against Sexual Harassment 

The British Youth Council believes that all young people should be 
empowered to stand up against sexual harassment, which is any unwanted 
contact of a sexual nature either, physically, verbally or non-verbally. Sexual 
harassment can have a devastating effect upon the health, confidence, 
morale and performance of those affected by it. 

Young people need to be told by employers and organisations that they are 
protected by law against sexual harassment, that their claims will be taken 
seriously and that there is support available to help report sexual harassment. 

106. Believe in Freedom of Expression 

The British Youth Council believes in freedom of expression as a fundamental 
human right and will campaign against attempts to diminish its effect. We 
believe that this right should only be subject to such restrictions as are 
necessary in a democratic society, in the interests of national 
security, territorial integrity or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or 
crime, for the protection of health or morals, for the protection of the 
reputation or rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of information 
received in confidence, or for maintaining the authority and impartiality of the 
judiciary. The British Youth Council will not provide a platform for those: i) who 
fail to comply with the right to freedom of expression; or ii) fail to abide by The 
British Youth Council's Equal Opportunities policy. 

107. Elected Police and Crime Commissioners Need to Engage 
with Young People  

The British Youth Council believes that the voice of young people should be 
heard on policing services in their community, so they are empowered to have 
a say on how crime is tackled and prevented in their area. The election of 
Police and Crime Commissioners (PCCs) represent an opportunity for young 
people to hold the police to account. Actively engaging young people in the 
elections, and ensuring candidates listen to the concerns of young 
constituents, will help to build greater trust and confidence between young 
people and the police. 
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108. Legal Recognition by UK Government of Non Binary 
Gender Identities 

The British Youth Council believes that the UK Government should legally 
recognise Non Binary Gender Identities in order to create a more inclusive 
and accessible society. 

109. Outlaw Conversion/Reparative Therapy for Gender and 
Sexuality Throughout the United Kingdom  

The British Youth Council believes that any and all forms of 
Conversion/Reparative therapy should be outlawed across the UK in order to 
protect the health, wellbeing, and development of LGBT+ people in society.  

We further believe that members should contact their local MP and attempt to 
secure support, no matter which party, for the immediate ban on 
Conversion/Reparative therapy being offered within the UK. 
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Our Leisure 

110. Improve the Access, Quality and Quantity of Culture, 
Leisure and Sporting Activities for Young People 

The British Youth Council believes that every young person should have the 
right to access positive activities that meet local young people’s needs. 
Culture, leisure and sport facilities and activities need to be high quality, 
accessible and affordable to young people. We should all be able to go to 
exciting and safe places in our free time where we can get involved in a range 
of positive culture, leisure and sporting activities. These help us develop skills, 
confidence, and provide constructive activities for our free time. 

We need facilities that are accessible.. We should be empowered to have our 
say in the design, delivery, promotion and evaluation of leisure, culture and 
sporting services. 

We believe that discounts will encourage more young people to try out and 
take part in positive activities, as cost is often a barrier. We believe that the 
UK Government should develop a grant for young people to attend such 
activities if costs prove prohibitive. 

111. Support Special Interest Youth Groups 

The British Youth Council believes in the value of youth groups with special 
interests; for example: young disabled people, cultural groups, LGBT+, single 
gender, and religious groups. We believe specific interest groups should be 
available, accessible and be safe places for young people to meet. 

112. The Importance of Outdoors for Young People’s 
Development   

The British Youth Council believes that playing outside is an essential part of 
the development of every child and it is paramount that all children are given 
the opportunity to enjoy nature free from harm and the pressures of the 
modern world.  

We believe that outdoor play is an extremely important part of child 
development, both when provided through formal education routes and 
through non-formal education. In a society that has become increasingly 
digitalised, time spent outdoors is often overlooked. The outdoors is the best 
place for children to practice and master physical skills. It is in the outdoors 
that children can fully and freely experience motor skills like running, leaping, 
and jumping. It is also the most appropriate area for the practice of ball-
handling skills, like throwing and catching. It's only when they have mastered 
these that children will be able to control their fine motor skills, such as using 
a knife and fork or holding a pencil. Having the opportunity to play outside 
plays a vital part in children’s long term development. We call on schools and 
youth groups to ensure adequate time is given to outdoor play, and to 
encourage children and young people to enjoy time spent outdoors. We 
believe also  that all young people should have the opportunity to take part in 
adventurous activities outdoors; such opportunities should include, but not be 
limited to, providing young people with the opportunity to take part in 
adventurous activities in a residential setting at least once a year. 
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Our World 

113. Give Us a Global Voice 

Decisions that affect young people in the UK are made at European and 
international levels, in areas such as education, employment and the 
economy. Young people also care about global issues such as poverty, 
climate change and security, and they want to get involved and take positive 
action. 

The British Youth Council believes that young people have a right to have a 
voice in and influence the decisions that affect them, no matter where those 
decisions are made around the world. Young people should also have a say 
on the issues that are important to them. We believe that international youth 
representation should be more inclusive by widening participation in 
consultation and representation through local networks in the UK. We believe 
it should also be more effective through adequate training, support and 
facilitation for young representatives, and by working with decision-makers to 
make more opportunities for international youth representation more 
accessible and participatory. 

We believe that the UK Government should fully fund and support a United 
Nations (UN) youth delegate to all UN conferences, as was agreed by the UN 
in 1995 and reaffirmed again in 2009. All youth representatives should be 
recruited through a democratic and transparent selection process, 
representative of young people in the UK through links to formal 
representative structures and those that represent all four nations, and held 
by young people for a fixed term to enable other young people to take up the 
post. 

114. Refugees in Europe 

The British Youth Council believes that we must work together quickly and in 
solidarity to find an overall solution that includes shared responsibilities within 
the whole of Europe, whether UK is a member of the EU or not. 

We will campaign for a coordinated human rights response to asylum seekers 
and call on the responsible institutions and governments for: 

 A common policy on asylum, including long-term distribution 
mechanisms for asylum seekers and refugees. 

 Improvements in bilateral agreements and partnerships between EU 
and non-EU countries, located in Europe, regarding the reception of 
refugees, with immediate attention to the relationship between the UK 
and mainland Europe. 

 Improvements in the asylum procedure (duration, quality, service )  

 The creation of legal channels for refugees and migrants to ensure the 
right of asylum (e.g. at consulates or embassies) as enshrined in the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and guaranteed in the EU’s 
Charter of Fundamental Rights. Until this is fulfilled we call for the 
decriminalisation of refugees crossing borders. 
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115. Post 2015 International Development 

The British Youth Council believes that inclusive governance and the 
protection of freedoms and rights should underpin all development initiatives 
and be a key part of any future development framework. Young people should 
be supported to claim their rights and participate in local and national 
decision-making, where necessary taking special measures to enable 
marginalised young people to part in democratic processes.  
 
We believe that there needs to be more and better data collected and made 
available on civic and civil participation, including on the participation of young 
people. We believe that all global development data, including the data to be 
collected in post-2015 development goals, should be disaggregated by age 
and that there should be data available for different age groups, for example 
18 – 24, 16 – 18 and 14-16. This data will ensure that we can effectively 
monitor youth development across all development goals, including health, 
education, rights, participation and inclusion, poverty, and employment. 

116. Make Trade Fair 

The British Youth Council believes that current international trade rules and 
practices, and the processes for agreeing them, are fundamentally unfair 
towards poorer countries. We believe that the UK Government should work to 
dismantle trade policies and practices that increase global inequalities. We 
believe in fair trade that helps producers in economically developing countries 
obtain better trading conditions and promote sustainability. 

We believe that fair trade should be supported by the UK Government 
through, for example, removing VAT on all fair trade goods to support their 
development and promotion. 

We believe that current international trade rules and practices, and the 
processes for agreeing them, are fundamentally unfair towards poorer 
countries. We believe that the UK Government should work to dismantle trade 
policies and practices that increase global inequalities. We believe in fair trade 
that helps producers in economically developing countries obtain better 
trading conditions and promote sustainability. 

We believe that fair trade should be supported by the UK Government 
through, for example, removing VAT on all fair trade goods to support their 
development and promotion. 

We believe that local youth councils should be supported to get involved in 
making their schools, youth centres and clubs or towns fair trade. 

 
 
 
 
  

117. Support Participation in Europe and the Commonwealth 

The British Youth Council believes that young people should be supported 
through specific programmes to participate in discussions on the future of EU-
UK Relations, European Union reform; and enabled to hold member 
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governments of the Commonwealth to account in relation to the 
Commonwealth Charter. 

European and global citizenship should be a core part of school curricula. 
There should also be more support for and recognition of European and 
global youth work in the UK, particularly support for local initiatives that 
connect European affairs and young people’s everyday lives. 

We believe that young people are key to developing the Commonwealth in 
line with the Commonwealth Charter, which promotes democracy, human 
rights and good governance. Young people are the future of Europe and 
should be engaged in all negotiations. 

 

118. Protect the Rights of Girls and Young Women 
Internationally 

The British Youth Council believes that women and girls of all ages should 
have their rights promoted and protected.  They should receive an education 
equal to that of their male counterparts, be protected from forced and child 
marriage, any violations of their internationally recognised rights, including 
through Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) and from being used as weapons in 
areas of conflict.   

We believe in the value of organisations promoting women and young girls’ 
rights internationally and seek to bring these issues to an international forum. 

 

119. Defend, Promote, and Advocate for the Rights of the 
LGBTQ Community in the UK and Internationally     

The British Youth Council believes in defending, promoting, and advocating 
for the rights of the LGBT+ Community in the UK and Internationally. 

 

120. Global Awareness and Citizenship 

The British Youth Council believes that global citizenship should play a bigger 
part in the national curriculum and should be compulsory for all students 
throughout their education. 

Building friendships that stretch across the globe benefits everybody. Children 
from a young age should learn to respect different people and cultures around 
the world. Children can change the world and having weekly global citizenship 
lessons, with specially trained teachers will interest children and capture their 
imaginations. It would help develop good citizens who take responsibility for 
their actions, young people who care and understand and who are non 
judgemental. 

We believe in: 

 Spending time learning about the wider world. News/papers/tv/internet 
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 Talking to friends and teachers about issues affecting school, the 
community, our country and other countries 

 Regular lessons in world politics, culture, technology and the 
environment 

 Becoming multilingual 

 Creating exciting opportunities for school exchanges and work 
experience 

 Building links and contacts locally, nationally and internationally so that 
we are ready to work in the international workplace. 

We believe that all children should be active in their own community and have 
every opportunity to participate in the global community too. 

We call on the UK Government to provide extra resources to teach the 
subject. We would like specially trained teachers to visit schools. We need 
extra funding to set up exchange programmes and equipment to maintain 
regular contact with students across the globe. 

Having these lessons will help children to understand what they are seeing in 
the news and make sense of it. Oxfam have some resources for schools and 
there is a website called ‘Global Kids Connect’. There are some organisations 
that run schemes, like CIVS, but it should be available to all children in all 
schools. 

121. Ensure Water and Sanitation are at the Heart of 
International Development 

The British Youth Council believes that the UK Government should show 
global leadership on water and sanitation, ensuring that it is at the heart of the 
UK’s international development policy. This includes upholding their 
commitment to the Sustainable Development Goals, in particular SDG6, 
ensuring that everyone, everywhere has access to water and sanitation by 
2030. 

122. Emphasise the Need for Sustainable Living Practices 

The British Youth Council calls on the UK Government to introduce 
compulsory education in all schools concerning the ways in which we grow, 
process and consume our food, and the ways in which our current means of 
doing so harm our planet. We further encourage the UK Government to create 
and uphold stronger environmental protection laws, and become a global 
leader in food sustainability, encouraging other nations to do the same. 


